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ABSTRACT
We present an ID-based escrow-able authenticated group key
agreement (AGKA) protocol which is provably secure in random
oracle model. Additionally, the proposed protocol neither involve
NAXOS trick nor uses gap assumption. And the security is proven
in stronger eCK model. To our best knowledge, the proposed pro-
tocol will be first provable Secure and escrow-able ID based au-
thenticated group key agreement protocol without NAXOS trick in
eCK model.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Authenticated group key agreement(AGKA) protocol provides
the participant with a shared group key which is used in different
collaborative and group oriented application, to achieve confi-
dentiality as well as authentication. Mostly, group application
communication take place over a public(open) network which are
usually insecure network. So,a strongly secure AGKA protocol is
essential requirement for a group oriented applications. The first
group key agreement was proposed by Ingemarsson [15] in the
year 1982. After, that a number of group key agreement has been
proposed and their security has been extensively studied.Bellary
and Rogaway in the year 1993 were first to give the formal security
model for key agreement protocols popularly known as BR model.
Then there has been several modification and extension to the BR
model [2], [3], [8] etc. The most note-able one is the CK model
given by CanettiKrawczyk [8], later it was extended as eCK model
by LaMacchia et al [16].
But, there exist two big problem in the security proof of the mod-
els:(1) Most of these models use Gap assumption [20](artificial
oracle) in their security analysis. But,the gap assumption is not
practical at all, as it is not possible to construct such a decisional
oracle in the real world. Cash et al [10] gave solution to this
problem they define the twin Deffie-Hellman problem whose
core is the trapdoor test. The trapdoor technique enabled us to
implement decisional oracle without use of artificial oracle (2)
LaMacchia et al [16] used NAXOS trick to hide the exponent of
ephemeral public key, but it is leaked by side-channel attack. Many
of the secure AGKA protocol uses NAXOS trick. Hence, should

be avoided as recommend by [19] and [22].

So, we propose an AGKA protocol without using gap assumption
and NAXOS trick. Further, the proposed protocol is an ID-based
escrow-able AGKA protocol. As discussed in [18], the key escrow
is desirable property in some close group application where audit
trial is legal requirement. An ID-based encryption was first given by
Boneh and Franklin [4], since then it is widely used for its simplic-
ity. Hence, to our best knowledge we present a strongly secure ID
based AGKA protocol without gap assumption and NAXOS trick
in stronger eCK model.

2. OUR CONTRIBUTION
We present an ID-based escrow-able authenticated group key
agreement (AGKA) protocol which is provably secure in random
oracle model. Additionally, the proposed protocol do not involve
NAXOS trick. The proposed protocol has the following features:

—we use the trapdoor test [10] and [13] for security analysis which
avoids the Gap Bilinear Diffie Hellman (GBDH) assumption
which weakens the security assumption.

—The protocol is based on Computational Bilinear Diffie Hellman
(CBDH) assumption in the considerably strong eCK model.

—Most of the key agreement protocols [12], [21] and [23] use sig-
natures for mutual authentication, which considerably degrades
the performance of the protocol.The Proposed protocol do not
use signature for mutual authentication.

—The proposed protocol is escrow-able and has a better perfor-
mance especially when we consider certain pre-computations
which can be performed off line.

—To our best knowledge this protocol is the first provably secure
id based AGKA protocol in eCK model without using gap as-
sumption and NAXOS trick.

3. PRELIMINARIES
The present section briefly defines some of the properties of the bi-
linear pairing related mathematical problems and the trapdoor test.
Bilinear Pairing: Let 〈G1,+〉 be a cyclic additive group generated
by P , whose order is a prime p and 〈G2, .〉 be a cyclic multiplica-
tive group of the same order p. A bilinear pairing e is a map defined
by e : G1 ×G1 → G2 and have the following properties:
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(1) Bilinear: This means that, for given (P,Q) ∈ G1,
e(aP, bQ) = e(P,Q)ab, for any a, b ∈ Zp

∗.
(2) Non-degenerate: This means that, there exists (P,Q) ∈ G1

such that e(P,Q) 6= 1, where 1 is the identity of G2.
(3) Computability: This means that, there is an efficient algorithm

to compute e(P,Q) for all (P,Q) ∈ G1.

The discrete logarithm problem (DLP) is hard in both G1 and
G2. Two pairing are extensively used for cryptographic use.
They are Weil pairing and their modification and Tate pairing.
A full description can be found in [5], [6],[7] and [9]. Define
BDH(aP, bP, cP ) = e(P,P )abc, where a, b, c ∈ Zq .
Computational Bilinear Diffie-Hellman (CBDH) Assumption:
For any probabilistic polynomial time (PPT) algorithm A,

Pr[A(q,G1, G2, P, aP, bP, cP ) = BDH(aP, bP, cP )] ≤ ε(k)

, where ε(k) is negligible and value k denotes the security param-
eter. The probability is taken over the coin tosses of A, the choice
of q, P and the uniformly random choices of a, b, c ∈ Zq . And
the advantage of an algorithm C in solving the CBDH problem to
be the probability that, given input aP, bP, cP ∈ G1, C returns
BDH(aP, bP, cP ).
Trapdoor Test:[10] Given a bilinear pairing e : G1 × G1 → G2,
where G1 and G2 are same as described above. Suppose B1 ∈
G1, y, z ∈ Zq are randomly chosen independent variables and,
define B2 = yP − zB1. Further, randomly choose A,C ∈ G1

and T1, T2 ∈ G2 where each of these are some function of
B1andB2.Then we have:

—B2 is distributed uniformly over G1

—B1 and B2 are independent.
—If B1 = b1P and B2 = b2P , then the probability that the truth

value of

T z1 .T2 = e(A,C)y

does not agree with the truth value of

T1 = e(A,C)b1andT2 = e(A,C)b2

is at most 1/q, moreover, if equality (2) holds, then equality (1)
certainly holds.

For, further explanation for trapdoor technique reader are referred
to [10], [13], [17].

4. SECURITY MODEL
4.1 Desirable Security Attributes
An escrow-able ID-based AGKA protocol should fulfill the follow-
ing security property.Let Ui, 1 ≤ i ≤ n be the set of n user in the
group agreement protocol.

(1) Basic impersonation resilience: An adversary A can imperson-
ate any user only if it knows its private key.

(2) Known-key security (K-KS): Each time the protocol is exe-
cuted, it will produce a unique and independent secret session
key. The compromise of one session key should not affect the
secrecy of keys established in other sessions.

(3) Forward secrecy (FS): Forward secrecy is define in three ways:
(1) Partial forward secrecy: compromising of some of the par-
ticipants long-term private keys should not disclose session
keys established previously; (2)Perfect forward secrecy (PFS):
compromising of all long-term private keys of the user in the

group should not disclose session keys previously established;
(3) KGC forward secrecy (KGCFS): compromising the mas-
ter private key of the KGC should not disclose session keys
previously established(while KGCFS implies PFS in the ID-
based setting,it is a particular property defined for ID-based
AKA protocols in the escrow-less mode). However, if the ad-
versary is actively involved with the choice of the DH values
X, Y at a session, no two-message AKA protocol can achieve
full forward secrecy, according to the result of HMQV [14].
Thus, we use the weak form of full forward secrecyweak for-
ward secrecy (WFS) which can be applied to practice.

(4) Key-compromise impersonation(K-CI)resilience: If an adver-
sary knows the private key of any user than it can impersonate
only that identity but not any other user in the group.

(5) Unknown key-share (UK-S) resilience: Any entity Ui cannot
force into sharing a key with any entity Uk while Ui believes
that he is sharing the key with another entityUi.

(6) No key control: No user in the group can force the session key
(or any portion of the session key) to any preselected value.

(7) Ephemeral secrets reveal resistance (ESRR): The protocol
should prevent the leakage of ephemeral secrets of any user.
However, if the ephemeral secret is leaked it should not com-
promise the security of sessions where the ephemeral secret
was not used.

4.2 The Security Model
We adopt the original eCK model given by LaMacchia et al [16]
in ID based setting from original PKI based setting. Let U =
ID1, ..., IDn be a set of user in participating in key agreement
with each party IDi representing a probabilistic polynomial-time
(PPT) Turing machine. The protocol executes between any two of
these parties. Each party IDi can execute finite number of pro-
tocol instances (sessions) at a time. Public key for each party is
derived from its identity string. The Key Generation Center (KGC)
generates static private keys of the parties through a secure chan-
nel. The adversary A is also modeled as a PPT Turing machine has
full control of the network over which the user communicates, and
at his will he can eavesdrop, delay, replay, alter and insert mes-
sages at will.

∏T

i,j
denotes the T-th protocol session between the

user IDi(the owner) and IDj( the peer).A session
∏T

i,j
enters an

accepted state when it computes a session key skTi,j . It should be
noted that a session may be terminate without ever entering into an
accepted state. The information that a session has terminated with
acceptance or without acceptance is public. The session

∏T

i,j
as-

signed a partner ID prid = (IDi, IDj).Here,comms represents
the transcript of the messages exchanged between the owner and
the peer during the session. Two sessions

∏T

i,j
and
∏W

i,j
are said

to be matching if they have the same comms (and prid). The game
is executed in two phases. In the first phase , the adversary A can
issue the following query in any order:

(1) Ephemeral Secret Reveal (ESR): An adversary get control to
the owner party ID′is ephemeral secret for any session

∏T

i,j
.

Ephemeral secret is usually get revealed if secret information is
stored in any insecure memory device or if the random number
generator of the party is corrupted.

(2) Session Key Reveal: In this case it reveals the accepted session
key, otherwise if the session is not accepted it outputs empty
string. And the session is called open against which the adver-
sary issues this query. Note that Session Key Reveal query is
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valid if none of the following conditions hold: (1)
∏T

i,j
does

not exist or it is not accepted. (2) Revealing the session key of∏T

i,j
breaks the freshness of the test session chosen by a chal-

lenger C. If either of the first two conditions hold, C returns⊥.
If the last condition holds, C aborts the game.

(3) Static Key Reveal: An adversary get access to party ID′is static
private key.

(4) Establish Party(IDi): In this query an adversary can arbitrarily
register as a legal user on behalf of any party IDi. So that
the adversary can completely control the party IDi. A party is
called honest if the adversary does not issue this query to him.

(5) Send query: The adversary sends the message m to party IDi
executing session

∏T

i,j
on behalf of party IDi and get a re-

sponse according to the protocol specification. This query let
adversary to order IDi to start session

∏T

i,j
with IDj and to

provide communications from IDj to IDi.

Once the adversary A decides that the first phase is over, it starts the
second phase by choosing a fresh session

∏T

i,j
and issuing a Test

query, where the fresh session and test query are defined as follows:
Freshness: A session namely,

∏T

i,j
is said to be fresh if:(1) User

IDi and IDj are honest. (2) Session
∏T

i,j
has accepted and is not

opened.(3) There is no opened session
∏W

j,i
which has a matching

conversation to
∏T

i,j
(4) None of the following conditions hold:

—IDj is engaged in session
∏W

j,i
matching to

∏T

i,j
and the adver-

sary A reveals either both the static private key of IDi and the
ephemeral secret of

∏T

i,j
or both the static private key of IDj

and the ephemeral secret of
∏W

j,i
.

—No session matching to
∏T

i,j
exists and the adversary A reveals

either the static private key of IDj , or both the static private key
of IDi and the ephemeral secret of

∏T

i,j

Test query: The session
∏T

i,j
must be fresh. A bit b ∈ {0, 1} is

randomly selects. If b = 0, the adversary A is given the session key,
otherwise a uniformly chosen random value from the distribution
of valid session keys is returned to A.Adversary A can issue test
query only once in a game. After Test query on the session

∏T

i,j

has been issued, the adversary can continue querying except with
the condition that the test session

∏T

i,j
remains fresh. At the end of

the game, the adversary outputs a guess b
′
. If b

′
= b,the adversary

wins.The adversary’s advantage in winning the game is defined as

AdvA(k) = |Pr[Awins]− 1/2|.

Secure AGKA Protocol: We say a AGKA protocol is secure(in
the eCK model) if matching sessions compute the same session
keys and for any adversary A has the negligible advantage in
winning the above game.

It should be noted here that the above model does not support the
adversarys Master Private Key Reveal queries since revealing the
master private key makes anyadversary able to trivially break an
ID-based AGKA protocol in the escrow mode.

5. AN ID-BASED ESCROW-ABLE AGKA
PROTOCOL

System Setup: Let k be the security parameter and KGC be the
key generation center. The KGC chooses two groups G1 and G2 of
prime order q, an admissible pairing e : G1×G1 → G2 and a ran-
dom generator P of G1. It also defines three cryptographically se-
cure hash functionsH : {0, 1}∗2×G2

1×G2
1 →H1,H2 : {0, 1}∗ →

G1 Then KGC chooses s ∈ Z∗q as the master secret key (MSK) and
computes Ppub = sP as its public key. The system parameters
params are published as {G1, G2, e, P, Ppub,H,H1,H2}.
Extract: On input params and identifier ID ∈ {0, 1}, KGC com-
putes the private key of ID as 〈S(1)

ID = sQ
(1)
ID, S

(2)
ID = sQ

(2)
ID〉where

Q
(1)
ID = H1(ID), Q

(2)
ID = H2(ID). Then KGC communicates

〈S(1)
ID, S

(2)
ID〉 secretly and public key are 〈Q(1)

ID, Q
(2)
ID〉.

Key Agreement: We assume each user ui pre-computes and store
following non-interactive share secrets:

K1
i = e(Q1

j , S
1
i )

K2
i = e(Q2

j , S
2
i )

T 1
i = e(Q1

j , Ppub)

T 2
i = e(Q2

j , Ppub)

for all i = 1, 2, ....nandi 6= j Assume that u1, u2, ..., un is a
group of members who will establish a group session key. The
protocol is as follows:
Round 1: Each user i chooses random ri ∈ Z∗q computes and
broadcasts Pi = riP where i = 1, 2, ....n.
Round2: Each ui verifies Pj ∈ G∗1 if so ui chooses
randomly ki ∈ {0, 1}k and computes H(ki), M1

i,j =

(K1
i )[e(PJ , Ppub)]

ri [T 1
i ]rie(Pi, S

1
i ) = e(Pj+Q1

j , riPpub+S1
i ),

M2
i,j = (Ki)

2[e(PJ , Ppub)]
ri [T 2

i ]rie(Pi, S
1
i ) = e(Pj +

Q2
j , riPpub + S2

i ) Ki,j = H(M1
i,j‖M2

i,j) ⊕ ki. Then broadcast
H(ki),Ki,j , (1 ≤ j ≤ n, j 6= i).
Key Computation: on receiving Kj,i, ui computes
k
′
j = H(M1

i,j‖M2
i,j) ⊕ Kj,i and verifies H(kj) = H(k

′
j),

if verification fails ui aborts, otherwise it sets sidvi =
P1‖P2‖....‖Pn and computes the group session key as
sk

v

i = H(Ki1‖Ki2‖...‖Kin‖pidvi ‖sidvi ).

Correctness: By the property of bi-linearity we can briefly check
the correctness of the protocol,M1

i,j = e(Pj+Q
1
j , riPpub+S

1
i ) =

e(rjP+Q1
j , risP+sQ1

i ) = e(Pi+Q
1
i , rjPpub+S

1
j ) = M1

j,i and
M2
i,j = e(Pj +Q2

j , riPpub+S2
i ) = e(rjP +Q2

j , risP +sQ2
i ) =

e(Pi +Q1
i , rjPpub + S2

j ) = M2
j,i.

Escrow: By the property of bi-linearity we get, M1
i,j = M1

j,i =

e(Pi+Q1
i , Pj +Q1

j )
s andM2

i,j = M2
j,i = e(Pi+Q2

i , Pj +Q2
j )
s.

Thus, the KGC can recover all the session keys using MSK and the
public data such as P ′is. Hence, the protocol is escrow-able.

6. SECURITY ANALYSIS
THEOREM 1. Assuming that H,H1,H2 are random oracle

and for (G1, G2, e, P ) the CBDH assumption holds then the proto-
col φ proposed in section 5 is a secure escrow able ID based AGKA
protocol in eCK model.

PROOF. In accordance with the definition 4.2, we will show that
their exist no efficient PPT adversary against the proposed protocol
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φ having a non-negligible advantage in winning the game describe
in section 4.
Here, k is the security parameter. Let us assume that their ex-
ist PPT adversary A against the protocol φ having an advantage
AdvφA(k) in wining the game given in section 4. Let ns(k) de-
notes the maximum number of sessions that any user in the group
may have, further A can activate at-most np(k) honest parties and
can make at-most nh(k) distinct query to the oracle H. Note that
ns(k), np(k), nh(k) are bounded polynomially in k and AdvφA(k)
is non-negligible. Since H is a random oracle, after making test
query A has only three possibilities to differentiate between a tested
session key from a random string. These possibilities are as follows:

(1) Guess attack: The adversary A can correctly guess the session
key.

(2) Key replicating attack: In this attack A forces a non-matching
session to posses the same group session key with the test ses-
sion. By doing so, A can know the group session key by query-
ing the non-matching session.

(3) Forging attack: If
∏T

i,j
be any test session, A can query on

H with at leat one value (M1
i,j‖M2

i,j), (1 ≤ i, j ≤ n, i 6=
j.) in the test session owned by any IDi communicating
with some IDj . And in this attack A calculates the values
(IDi, IDj , Pi, Pj ,M

1
i,j ,M

2
i,j).

Out of the three attacks mentioned above, the success probability
of guess attack and key replicating attack are negligible. As we
know H is a random oracle so probability of guessing the output
of H is o( 1

2k
) which is negligible. Further two non- matching ses-

sion cannot have the same identity and the same ephemeral public
key. hence the success probability of key replicating attack is also
negligible. Now, we will show protocol φ is secure against forgery
attack also.
Let C be a challenger who will use the advantage of an adver-
sary A to differentiate between a tested session key from a ran-
dom string into an advantage in solving the CBDH problem. Here,
AdvCBDHC (k) denotes the advantage of C in solving the CBDH
problem using the adversary A. C has the instance (aP, bP, cP ) ∈
G∗31 of the CBDH problem and the challenge is to compute
e(P,P )abc. C simulates the game. Before the beginning of the
game C tries to guess the test session and the strategy A will adopt.
For this C will first randomly choose i, j ∈ {1, ....np(k)} : i 6= j
where it represents ith and jth honest party initially chosen by
A and C also selects T ∈ {1, ....ns(k)} and determine the test
session

∏T

i,j
which is correct with the probability greater than

1
ns(k)[np(k)]2

. C simulates the game in accordance with his guess
and abort the game whenever it finds that it has missed the guess.
Otherwise C has the following four choices in accordance with A’s
strategy:

(1) A neither have the knowledge of the ephemeral secret of IDj
nor he knows the static private key of IDi.

(2) A neither have the knowledge of the ephemeral secret of IDi
nor he knows the static private key of IDj .

(3) A neither have the knowledge of the static private key of IDi
nor of IDj .

(4) A neither have the knowledge of the ephemeral secret of IDi
nor of IDj .

The probability that C had guessed both the test ses-
sion and the strategy of A before the beginning of game
is 1

4ns(k)[np(k)]2
, (as A has four strategies). The group

session key can be generated by querying H on any
(IDi, IDj , riP, rj ,M

1
i,j ,M

2
i,j):(1 ≤ i, j ≤ n, i 6= j)

where,M1
i,j = e(rjP + H1(IDj), riP + H1(IDi))

s and
M2
i,j = e(rjP + H2(IDj), riP + H2(IDi))

s. C performs the
simulation and aborts the game if the test session chosen by A
does not matches with C’s guess. Otherwise, C randomly choose
a value µ ∈ {0, 1}k and returns it to A. C maintains empty list
namely Hlist

1 ,Hlist
2 andHlist to record entries and to simulate the

oracle H1,H2andH in the following way:
The H1 Oracle: C simulates the H1 oracle by using an initially
empty list Hlist

1 . C randomly selects li ∈ Z∗q records it, and sets
H1(IDi) = liP . Before the game begins, For Strategy 1 and 3,
C sets H1(IDi) = bP for Strategy 2, H1(IDj) = bP and for
Strategy 3, it additionally sets H1(IDj) = cP , here bP and cP are
given CBDH problem instance. AsbP, cP ∈ G∗1, this modification
is indistinguishable for any adversary.
The H2 Oracle: C simulates the H2 oracle by using an ini-
tially empty list Hlist

2 . Instead of choosing H2(IDi) at random
from G1, C randomly selects yi ∈ Z∗q at, records it, and
sets H2(IDi) = yiP .For Strategies 1-3, C randomly selects
ytrap1

, z ∈ Z∗q , records them, and the H2 oracle is patched before
the game starts: for Strategy 1 and 3, H2(IDi) = ytrap1

P − zbP ;
for Strategy 2, H2(IDj) = ytrap−1P − zbP . For Strat-
egy 3, C again randomly selects ytrap2

, z
′ ∈ Z∗q , records

them,and additionally patched the H2 oracle and sets
H2(IDj) = ytrap2

P − z
′
cP ,here bP and cP are given CBDH

problem instance. As the pre-patched values are completely
re-randomized, this modification is indistinguishable for any
adversary.
The H Oracle: C simulates the H oracle by using
an initially empty list Hlist with entries of the form
(IDi, IDj , Pi, Pj ,M

1
i,j ,M

2
i,j , h). The challenger C main-

tains consistency between the H oracle and Session Key Reveal
queries so that it can succeed in its simulation. Further C, can
not compute all necessary data to query the H oracle for a
valid session key in some instances. For this, C additionally
maintains an initially empty list Rlist with entries of the form
(IDi, IDj , Pi, Pj , sk). Entries in Rlist represents a session (and
its matching session if the latter exists). If C is asked an H query,
it first checks Hlist for matching entry.If it exist C returns it to
A, otherwise, C checks Rlist for matching entry (C first check if
this is a valid H query for a session key and if necessary S uses its
decisional oracles that is explained later in the proof). If matching
entry if found in Rlist, C returns the matching sk to A and a new
entry of the query data and the value sk is inserted into the Hlist

by C; otherwise, C chooses a value uniformly at random from the
output domain of H, returns this value to A and adds a new entry
of the query data and the chosen value to Hlist. Valid Session
Key Reveal query is answered in the same way, i.e. C first checks
for matching entry in Rlist for some sk if it exist, C returns sk to
A; otherwise, S looks in Hlist for matching Session Key Reveal
query (C first check if this is a valid H query for a session key and
if necessary S uses its decisional oracles that is explained later
in the proof). If matching entry if found in Rlist, C returns the
matching sk to A and a new entry of the query data and the value
sk is inserted into the Hlist by C; otherwise,if matching is found
in Hlist, C returns the matching entry h and adds a new entry of
the query data and the value h to Rlist; otherwise, C randomly
selects a value sk ∈R {0, 1}k, returns it to A and adds a new entry
of the query data and the chosen value sk to Rlist).
If IDi and IDj are not participating in the test session

∏T

i,j
, than C
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handles the session key reveal query in the following way:Without
loss of generality it is assumed that session is initiated by IDi and
it has the message rj(A)

, here subscript j(A) indicate that that value
may be controlled by an adversary. Due to the patched H1 and H2

oracles, C knows the values: logpH1(IDi) = li, logpH1(IDj) =
lj , logpH2(IDi) = yi, andlogpH2(IDj) = yj and C also knows
{sH1(IDi) = liPpub, sH2(IDi) = yiPpub} and the ephemeral
secret ri of IDi. So to obtain session key C has to query the H or-
acle on (IDi, IDj , riP, rj(A)

P ),M1
i,j ,M

2
i,j .So, the challenger C

acting as the party IDi knows the public values IDi, IDj , ri, rj(A)

and can compute M1
i,j = e(rj(A)

P + ljP, riPpub + liPpub) and
M2
i,j = e(rj(A)

P + yjP, riPpub + yiPpub).
Now, we analyze the behavior of C according to the four strategies
mentioned above. Without loss of generality, we assume IDi is
the initiator and any IDj , (1 ≤ j ≤ n : i 6= j).
Strategy 1 : For the Strategy 1, A neither have the knowl-
edge of the ephemeral secret of IDj nor he knows the static
private key of IDi. But, it can corrupt the static private key
of IDj and the ephemeral secret of IDi. Now, C sets the
Ppub = aP and the patched value of H1 and H2 oracle gives
H1(IDi) = bP,H2(IDi) = ytrap1

P − zbP . Further, C can
generate the static private keys of all identities except IDi as
sH1(IDi) = liapandsH2(IDi) = yiaP, (1 ≤ j ≤ n : i 6= j)
and it sets the ephemeral public key of participants
ID′js, (IDj 6= IDi)involving in the test session

∏T

i,j
as cP.

As per the condition of strategy 1, C cannot make reveal query
for ID′is static private key, but it does not make much affect on
overall success probability. Precisely, for strategy 1 challenger
C guesses that the test session

∏T

i,j
selected by it has matching

conversation with some other session
∏W

j,i
and it sets ephemeral

public key of
∏W

j,i
to cP. But, a problem occurs for C when A

makes a session reveal query for some other session including
IDi and a party IDj which may not be a honest party in the
session

∏T

i,j
. To reply such a query C checks the Hlist for the

matching H query involving both IDi and IDj . If the matching
record exist, C will use the twin bilinear Diffie-Hellman trapdoor
to check the validity of H. And C construct the decisional oracle
by extracting discrete logarithm H1(IDj) and H2(IDj) as li
and yi. These value are obtain from the patched H1 and H2

oracles. Then C extracts M1
i,j and M2

i,j from the matching
session for which session key reveal query has been asked, and
computes M

′1
i,j = e(ljaP, r

∗
iP )e(rjP, r

∗
iaP )e(ljaP,H1(IDi))

and M
′2
i,j = e(yjaP, r

∗
iP )e(rjP, r

∗
iaP )e(yjaP,H2(IDi)). Here,

r∗iP is the outgoing ephemeral public key of session
∏T

i,j
from C

and rjP is the incoming ephemeral public key of session
∏T

i,j
and

verifies that, (
M1
i,j

M2
i,j

)z
.
M
′1
i,j

M
′2
i,j

= e(aP, rjP )ytrap1 .

Similarly, if C is asked a new H query involving IDi and IDj , C
uses the above decisional oracle to check the validity of H query
which should be answered with a matching record from Rlist

(if such a record exists).Otherwise, C randomly selects a value
sk ∈R {0, 1}k, returns it to A and adds a new entry of the query
data and the chosen value sk to Rlist).
As the attack that the adversary A mounts is Forging attack, if
A succeeds, it must have queried oracle H with inputs of the
correct form M1

i,j = e(Pi + H1(IDi), rjsP + sH1(IDj)) =

e(Pi + H1(IDi), caP + aH1(IDj)) and M2
i,j = e(Pi +

H2(IDi), rjsP + sH2(IDj)) = e(Pi + H2(IDi), caP +
aH2(IDj)), where Pi is the outgoing ephemeral public key of
the test session

∏T

i,j
from C and rjP = cP is the incoming

ephemeral public key of the test session
∏T

i,j
. To solve the CBDH

problem for all entries in Hlist, C randomly chooses one entry
of M1

i,j ,M
2
i,j and proceeds as follows: C first computes M

′′1
i,j =

M1
i,j/(e(Pi, ljaP )e(H1(IDi), ljaP )) = e(Pi +H1(IDi), caP )

and M
′′2
i,j = M2

i,j/(e(Pi, yjaP )e(H2(IDi), yjaP )) = e(Pi +

H2(IDi), caP ). After this C computes M̄i,j = M
′′2
i,j/M

′′1
i,j =

e(H2(IDi) −H1(IDi), caP ) = e(ytrap1
P − zbP − bP, caP );

and M̂i,j = (M̄i,j/e(cP, aP )ytrap1 )
−1
z+1 = e(cP, aP )b =

e(P,P )abc; then C gives M̂i,j as the solution of the CBDH prob-
lem instance. The success probability of C is lower bounded by

AdvCBDHC (k) ≥
AdvφA

4ns(k)[np(k)]2nh(k)
,

where nh(k) is the polynomial bound on the number of distinct H
queries made by the adversary A.
Strategy 2: Strategy 2 is same as the strategy 1 (only IDi and IDj
are exchanged) so it has the same probability as for strategy 1.
Strategy 3: A neither have the knowledge of the static private key
of IDi nor of IDj . But, can corrupt the ephemeral secret of IDi
and of IDj . To use the adversary A to solve the CBDH problem in-
stance (aP, bP, cP ), C sets Ppub = aP and patches theH1 andH2

oracle asH1(IDi) = bP,H1(IDj) = cP,H2(IDi) = ytrap1
P−

zbP and H2(IDj) = ytrap2
P − z′cP . Again C, uses the same

technique as in strategy 1 to handle session key reveal and H queries
both of which involve IDi(orIDj). But, problem for C occurs
when arises A raise Session Key Reveal queries for other sessions
including both IDi and IDj than the test session

∏T

i,j
, or makes

H queries involving both IDI and IDj . In all these conditions C is
unable to compute M1

i,j and M2
i,j , as C do not have the knowledge

of static private key of IDi nor of IDj . Without loss of general-
ity,assume that adversary A can activates a session

∏W

j,i
with the

outgoing ephemeral public key P̂j = r̂jP generated by C and the
incoming ephemeral public key P̂i = r̂iP that may be generated
by A. We claim that A has negligible probability for correctly gen-
erating the values M1

i,j = e(P̂i + H1(IDi), r̂jaP + aH1(IDj))

and M2
i,j == e(P̂i + H2(IDi), r̂jaP + aH2(IDj)). To proof

our claim, we will show how to construct a CBDH problem solver
if the adversary A queries these values correctly as follows:firstly
compute:

M̌1
i,j =

M1
i,j

e(P̂i +H1(IDi), r̂jaP )

= e(P̂i +H1(IDi), aH1(IDj)) = e(P̂i + bP, acP )

and and

M̌2
i,j

=

(
M2

i,j

e(P̂
i
+H

2
(ID

i
),r̂

j
aP )e(P̂

i
+ytrap

1
P −zbP,ytrap

2
aP )e(ytrap

1
aP,−z ′ cP )

) −1
z ′

=

(
e(P̂

i
+H

2
(ID

j
),aH

2
(ID

j
)

e(P̂
i
+ytrap

1
P −zbP,ytrap

2
aP )e(ytrap

1
aP,−z ′ cP )

) −1
z ′

=

(
e(P̂

i
+ytrap

1
P −zbP,−z ′ acP )

e(ytrap
1
aP,−z ′ cP )

) −1
z ′
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=e(P̂i −zbP,−z ′ acP )
−1
z ′

=e(P̂i −zbP,acP );

then BDH (aP, bP, cP ) can be obtained by computing:(M̌1
i,j

M̌2
i,j

) 1
z+1 =

(
e(P̂i+bP,acP )

e(P̂i−zbP,acP )

) 1
z+1

= e(bP + zbP, acP )
1

z+1

= e(bP, acP )

= e(P,P )abc.

This contradicts the CBDH assumption. Thus A cannot generate
a valid H query for other sessions including both IDi and IDj
than the test session (except with negligible probability). Now, hav-
ing this conclusion, C can answer the adversarys queries easily: it
handles such new queries involving both IDi and IDj in a usual
way as described above. As the attack that the adversary A mounts
is Forging attack, if A succeeds, it must have queried oracle H
with inputs of the correct form M1

i,j = e(Pj +H1(IDj), riaP +

aH1(IDi)) and M2
i,j = e(Pj + H2(IDj), riaP + aH2(IDi)),

where Pi is the outgoing ephemeral public key of the test session∏T

i,j
from C and rjP = cP is the incoming ephemeral public key

of the test session
∏T

i,j
. To solve the CBDH problem for all entries

inHlist, C randomly chooses one entry ofM1
i,j ,M

2
i,j and proceeds

as follows: C first computes:

M ∗1
i,j =

M1
i,j

e(Pj+H1(IDj),riaP )

= e(Pj +H1(IDj), aH1(IDi))

= e(Pj + cP, abP )

and

M ∗2
i,j

=

( M2
i,j

e(Pj +H2(IDj),riaP )e(Pj +ytrap
2
P −z ′ cP,ytrap

1
aP )e(ytrap

2
aP,−zbP )

) −1
z

=

(
e(Pj +H2(IDj),aH2(IDi))

e(Pj +ytrap
2
P −z ′ cP,ytrap

1
aP )e(ytrap

2
aP,−zbP )

) −1
z

=

( e(Pj +ytrap
2
P −z ′ cP,a(ytrap

1
P −zbP ))

e(Pj +ytrap
2
P −z ′ cP,ytrap

1
aP )e(y

trap
2
aP,−zbP

)

) −1
z

=

( e(Pj +ytrap
2
P −z ′ cP,−zabP )

e(ytrap
2
aP,−zbP )

) −1
z

= e(Pj −z ′ cP,−zabP )
−1
z

= e(Pj −z ′ cP,abP )

then BDH (aP, bP, cP ) can be obtained by computing:

M ∗ =
(M ∗1

i,j

M ∗2
i,j

) 1

z
′
+1 =

( e(Pj+cP,abP )

e(Pj−z
′
cP,abP )

) 1

z
′
+1

= e(cP + z
′
cP, abP )

1

z
′
+1

= e(cP, abP )

= e(P,P )abc,

then C gives M ∗ as the solution of the CBDH problem instance.
The success probability of C is lower bounded by

AdvCBDHC (k) ≥
AdvφA

4ns(k)[np(k)]2nh(k)
,

where nh(k) is the polynomial bound on the number of distinct H
queries made by the adversary A.
Strategy 4: A neither have the knowledge of the ephemeral se-
cret of IDi nor of IDj . But, can corrupt the static private key of
both IDi and IDj . To use the adversary A to solve the CBDH
problem instance (aP, bP, cP ), C sets riP = bP, rjP = cP and
Ppub = aP in the test session

∏T

i,j
and patches the H1 and H2

oracle as sH1(IDi) = liaP, sH2(IDi) = yiaP . Then simulates
the queries in the same way as in the previous strategies. As the
attack that the adversary A mounts is Forging attack, if A suc-
ceeds, it must have queried oracle H with inputs of the correct form
M1
i,j = e(cP +H1(IDj), baP +aH1(IDi)) andM2

i,j = e(cP +
H2(IDj), baP +aH2(IDi)), where Pi is the outgoing ephemeral
public key of the test session

∏T

i,j
from C and rjP = cP is the

incoming ephemeral public key of the test session
∏T

i,j
. To solve

the CBDH problem for all entries in Hlist, C randomly chooses
one entry of M1

i,j ,M
2
i,j and proceeds as follows: C first computes

M̃1
i,j = M1

i,j/(e(cP + ljP, liap)e(H1(bP, ljaP ))yjaP )); then
C gives M̃1

i,j as the solution of the CBDH problem instance. The
success probability of C is lower bounded by

AdvCBDHC (k) ≥
AdvφA

4ns(k)[np(k)]2nh(k)
,

where nh(k) is the polynomial bound on the number of distinct H
queries made by the adversary A.
Thus all the above strategies establishes the theorem.

Now, we will show that the proposed protocol fulfills all the se-
curity property discussed in the section 4: (1)Unknown key share
(UK-S) resilience: The key derivation function H resist the UK-S
attack since every time it takes as input the identity of a user in the
group it would output different key hence prevents UK-S attack.
(2) Weak perfect forward secrecy (WPFS): The analysis of strategy
assures WPFS. (3) Basic impersonation resilience: An attacker can
not mount this attack as it must know the private key of participants
to compute M1

i,j ,M
2
i,j , (1 ≤ i, j ≤ n) which are inputs to the key

derivation function H. (4) Key-compromise impersonation (K-CI)
resilience: Except strategy 3, rest of the strategy are resilient to (K-
CI) attack.(5) Partial ephemeral secrets reveal resistance (ESRR):
Strategy 1 and 2 provides partial security to ephemeral secrets leak-
age, and strategy 3 is fully secure to ephemeral secrets leakage.(6)
Known-key security (K-KS): The definition of Secure AKA Proto-
col ensure the security against Known-key attack.(7) No key con-
trol: Since in the security analysis the key derivation function H is
modeled as a random oracle, the proposed protocol is secure against
key control attack. In addition to this protocol is secure against
key control attacks launched by an outside adversary.Otherwise,
if manipulating message can control the session key bits, the out-
side adversary A must have a non-negligible ability to distinguish
between the session key held by the test session and a randomly
chosen value from the session key space.

7. EFFICIENCY COMPARISON
This section present the efficiency comparison of the proposed
scheme with the existing schemes [21] and [23]. The following no-
tations will be used:
From the above comparison table, we note that protocols [21] and
[23] are signature based, so for comparison we assume that theses
protocol adopted the signature scheme give in [11]. The signature
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Comparison with other protocols
Notations Description
Round The total number of rounds
Com The total number of Computation
M Modular multiplication in Z∗q
E The cost of modular exponentiation
P The cost of pairing computation.
S The cost of signing a message.
V The cost of verification.
n The number of group members.

Comparison with other protocols
Protocol Round Sign Com
[23] 2 yes (4n − 1)E + 2nS + (2n2 −

2n)V = (2n2 + 4n− 1)E +

2nM + (2n2 − 2n)P
[21] 3 yes 3nS+(2n2−n)V = (2n2+

n)E + 3nM + (2n2 − 2n)P
Proposed 2 no (n2 + n)M + (2n2 − 2n)P

scheme needs one scalar multiplication and one paring computa-
tion in the signing process; and one modular exponentiation and
one pairing computation in the verification process. Thus, we can
see that the cost of [21] and [23] equals (2n2 + n)E + 3nM +
(2n2 − 2n)Pand(2n2 + 4n − 1)E + 2nM + (2n2 − 2n)P , re-
spectively. The proposed protocol do-not involve signature scheme,
additionally protocol [23] adopts NAXOS technique which does
not resist side channel attack. Therefore, the proposed protocol is
more secure than the protocols [21] and [23] . The proposed pro-
tocol achieves the desired security requirements in the eCK model
without involving NAXOS technique, and it achieves mutual au-
thentication without adopting signatures.

8. CONCLUSION
Key escrow is an essential in situations where confidentiality and
audit trail are legal requirement. In this paper we present a prov-
able secure and escrow-able authenticated group key agreement
protocol without NAXOS trick in eCK model. With the help of the
trapdoor test technique, we have reduced the security of proposed
protocol to the standard CBDH assumption in the random oracle
model. Under the assumption that master private key is secure, we
have shown that our protocol is secure as long as each party has at
least one un compromised secret. To the best of our knowledge, our
scheme is the first escrow able authenticated group key agreement
protocol without NAXOS trick in eCK model.
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